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Cholesterol favors phase separation of sphingomyelin
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Abstract

The phase behavior of mixed lipid dispersions representing the inner leaflet of the cell membrane has been
Žcharacterized by X-ray diffraction. Aqueous dispersions of phosphatidylethanolamine:phosphatidylserine 4:1

.mole�mole have a heterogeneous structure comprising an inverted hexagonal phase H and a lamellar phase. BothII
phases coexist in the temperature range 20�45�C. The fluid-to-gel mid-transition temperature of the lamellar phase
assigned to phosphatidylserine is decreased from 27 to 24�C in the presence of calcium. Addition of sphingomyelin to
phosphatidylethanolamine�phosphatidylserine prevents phase separation of the hexagonal H phase of phos-II
phatidylethanolamine but the ternary mixture phase separates into two lamellar phases of periodcity 6.2 and 5.6 nm,
respectively. The 6.2-nm periodicity is assigned to the gel phase enriched in sphingomyelin of molecular species
comprising predominantly long saturated hydrocarbon chains because it undergoes a gel-to-fluid phase transition
above 40�C. The coexisting fluid phase we assign to phosphatidylethanolamine and phosphatidylserine and low
melting point molecular species of sphingomyelin which suppresses the tendency of phosphatidylethanolamine to
phase-separate into hexagonal H structure. There is evidence for considerable hysteresis in the separation ofII
lamellar fluid and gel phases during cooling. The addition of cholesterol prevents phase separation of the gel phase
of high melting point sphingomyelin in mixtures with phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylethanolamine. In the
quaternary mixture the lamellar fluid phase, however, is phase separated into two lamellar phases of periodicities of

Ž .6.3 and 5.6 nm 20�C , respectively. The lamellar phase of periodicity 5.6 nm is assigned to a phase enriched in
aminoglycerophospholipids and the periodicity 6.3 nm to a liquid-ordered phase formed from cholesterol and high
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melting point molecular species of sphingomyelin characterized previously by ESR. Substituting 7-dehydrocholesterol
for cholesterol did not result in evidence for lamellar phase separation in the mixture within the temperature range
20�40�C. The specificity of cholesterol in creation of liquid-ordered lamellar phase is inferred. � 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ž .The presence of cholesterol CHOL in cell
membranes was initially thought to act as a ho-

� �mogenizing agent of the membrane matrix 1
which is comprised of a remarkable variety of
molecular species of phospholipids, each with a
distinct gel�fluid transition temperature. The al-
teration of membrane lipid fluidity brought about
by cholesterol is assumed to minimize the differ-
ence between fluid and gel states of the phospho-
lipid acyl chains, which may be expected to favour
the mixing of membrane lipids at intermediate
temperatures. A different role for CHOL is now
envisaged in which the sterol interacts specifically
with high melting temperature sphingolipids and
promotes their phase separation into domains of

Ž .liquid-ordered lamellar phase L . These do-o
mains represent the immiscible rafts of the lipid

� �matrix of biological membranes 2�6 . The
stabilization by CHOL of the L phase has beeno
shown to correlate with the resistance of the
structures to disruption by non-ionic detergents
at low temperatures during their isolation from

� �biological membranes 7 .
The interaction of CHOL involves multiple van

der Waals contacts of the polycyclic ring with the
extended saturated acyl chains of molecular
species of sphingolipids which form a gel phase

� �up to physiological temperatures 8 . The speci-
ficity of the interaction with regard to the sterol
structure has been recently described and two

Ž .distinct categories have been proposed: i sterols
like cholesterol which promote phase-separation

Ž .of L phase; and ii other sterol structures thato
inhibit the packing with saturated lipids and act

� �as ‘anti-cholesterol’ 9 .
The present study was undertaken to de-

termine whether partitioning of SM and CHOL
may be modulated by alternative interactions with

glycerophospholipids. The aim was to model as
closely as possible the highly complex lipid matrix
of biological membranes which are comprised of
hundreds of molecular species and different lipid
classes. Detailed studies have already been re-
ported of the phase behavior of model lipids,
synthetic or purified, as a single molecular species

� �or as relatively simple codispersion 10,11 . These
have indicated that CHOL is readily miscible
within lecithin and sphingomyelin bilayers simple

� �codispersions 10 whereas solubility in phos-
phatidylethanolamine or phosphatidylserine is

� �limited 12�15 . This suggests that the phase equi-
librium in mixtures comprising SM, CHOL and
aminophospholipids is a more realistic model of
the cytoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane

� �than simple binary mixtures 16 .
Using synchrotron X-ray diffraction methods

we have been able to detect the phase-separation
of liquid-ordered SM�CHOL lamellae within
mixed fluid amino-glycerophospholipids. Amino-

Žglycerophospholipids phosphatidylethanolamine
Ž . Ž ..PE and phosphatidylserine PS in an aqueous
dispersion are known to undergo lamellar�non-

Ž .lamellar H phase transitions at characteristicII
temperatures influenced by calcium and choles-

� �terol 17,18 .
The association of CHOL with SM and conse-

quent modifications of phase-equilibrium in the
heterogeneous mixture PE�PS�SM have been
characterized during temperature scans by syn-
chrotron X-ray diffraction providing information
on the long-range order resolved in the phase-
separated lipid mixtures. Temperature scans are
used to monitor the thermotropic phase-sep-
aration around physiological temperatures and to
detect hysteresis in phase behavior. The results
indicate specific interactions take place between
CHOL and SM but not between SM and 7-dehy-
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drocholesterol, in which no phase separation was
observed.

2. Materials and methods

ŽLipids egg-yolk phosphatidylethanolamine, egg
sphingomyelin, brain phosphatidylserine and

. Žsterols were purchased from Sigma L’Isle
.d’Abeau, 38297 Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France .

The fatty acid composition of egg SM determined
by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry as de-

� �scribed by Katsikas and Wolf 19 is: C16:0, 78%;
C18:0, 7%; C20:0, 2%; C22:0, 4%; C24:0, 2%;
C24:1, 3%.

The dry lipids were dissolved in CHCl and3
mixed in the desired proportions indicated
throughout the text as mole ratio. The solvent
was evaporated under a stream of oxygen-free dry
nitrogen and the remaining traces of solvent re-
moved by storage at 20�C in vacuo. The dry lipid

Ž .mixtures were hydrated with 100% w�w of the
aqueous buffer 100 mM Tris�HCl, pH 8, contain-
ing 10 mM CaCl . The dispersions were repeat-2
edly frozen and thawed before being stored for
several days at room temperature then at 4�C
under argon before examination to prevent an
artifact due to an incomplete mixing and�or hy-
dration of the samples.

Synchrotron X-ray diffraction measurements
were performed at station 8.2 of the Daresbury

ŽSynchrotron Radiation Laboratory Daresbury,
.UK or at beam line X-33 of EMBL, c�o DESY

Ž .Hamburg, Germany . Both facilities were set up
Ž .to detect small-angle SAXS and wide-angle

Ž .WAXS X-Ray scattering intensities, respec-
tively, so as to allow correlation between me-
sophase repeat spacings and packing arrange-
ments of the acyl chains. X-ray scattering inten-
sity profiles were normalized for the incident beam
intensity measured using an incident beam ioniza-
tion chamber and for the channel detector re-
sponse calibrated with a static radioactive iron

Žsource. Calibration of the camera 1 or 2 m
. Ž .length for d-spacings X-axis were obtained us-

Ž .ing rat tail collagen 65 nm or silver behenate
Ž .5.838 nm for SAXS and with p-bromobenzoic
acid or high density polyethylene for WAXS. Data

analysis was carried out with the OTOKO pro-
� �gram kindly provided by M.H.J. Koch 20 .

3. Results

3.1. Influence of sphingomyelin on phospholipid
substrate

The effect of sphingomyelin on the structure
and phase behavior of a phosphatidyl-

Ž . Ž . Ž .ethanolamine PE �phosphatidylserine PS 4:1
mixed dispersion has been examined by syn-
chrotron X-ray diffraction methods in an attempt
to explain the effect on membrane enzymes of

� �sphingomyelin 21,22 . Fig. 1 shows that in the
absence of sphingomyelin a dispersion of phos-

Ž .phatidylethanolamine: phosphatidylserine 80:20
is phase separated at 37�C. This is characterized
by Bragg reflections in the small-angle scattering
region showing a strong reflection at d �5.2spacing

Ž �1 .nm S �0.192 with a weaker second-order re-
Ž �1 .flection at 2.6 nm S �0.385 and a group of

Ž �1reflections at d �5.8, 3.4 and 2.9 nm S �spacing
.0.172, 0.294 and 0.345 .

The intense scattering centered at 5.2 nm is
assigned to a lamellar phase which is comprised
predominantly of PS. Previous studies indicate
the preferred arrangement of PS is lamellar
� �17,18 . The short periodicity suggests that the
phase is partially dehydrated. The group of other
reflections are in a space grouping 1:1��3:1�2
which is assigned to the inverted hexagonal-II
structure expected for the PE component of the
mixture. This assignment is consistent with the
stability of the hexagonal phase at higher temper-
atures and the parallel decrease in intensity of all
three reflections on cooling. The successive
changes in structure of the mixed dispersion on
cooling can be seen from the sequence of X-ray

Ž .diffraction patterns in the small Fig. 1a and
Ž .wide-angle Fig. 1b regions recorded over the

temperature range 45� to 0�C. A gel phase first
appears at approximately 33�C typified by a sharp
wide-angle reflection at 0.42 nm indicating an
ordered packing of the acyl chains. The transition
is likely to be a lamellar liquid-crystal to lamellar
gel phase transition of the phase-separated PS
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. Small-angle a and wide-angle b X-ray scattering
intensity recorded from a mixed aqueous dispersion of phos-

Ž . Ž . Žphatidylethanolamine PE : phosphatidylserine PS 4:1,
. Ž .mol�mol hydrated 100%: w�w with 100 mM Tris�HCl

aqueous buffer, pH 8, 10 mM calcium, during a cooling scan
Ž .from 45� to 0�C at 2��min. c Detail of the small-angle X-ray

scattering intensity in the temperature range of the
H �lamellar phase transition.II

with a broad temperature range of approximately
27�C which reflects the heterogeneous acyl chain
composition of the phospholipid. The absence of
calcium in the buffer does not affect phase sepa-
ration of the two phospholipids at temperatures
above 35�C but decreases the fluid-to-gel phase

Žmid-transition temperature to 24�C data not

.shown . Cooling PE-PS co-dispersions below 30�C
results in a decrease of the scattered intensity of
peaks assigned to hexagonal-II phase which grad-
ually transforms into a lamellar phase of periodic-

Ž �1 .ity 5.7 nm S �0.175 in a process that is com-
Ž . Ž .pleted at approximately 12�C Fig. 1c . In Fig. 1c

the first-order peak of the lamellar phase of PS
centered at 5.2 nm is seen to merge within a new
peak assigned to a mixed phase comprising gel
PE�PS.

Ž .Inclusion of sphingomyelin SM in the mixture
Ž .in proportions of PE�PS�SM 4:1:2 causes a

significant change in the structure and phase be-
havior of the dispersion. This can be seen in a
temperature scan shown in Fig. 2 from 20� to
50�C followed by a subsequent cooling scan from
50� to 20�C. The initial structure at 20�C consists
of two orders of a strong lamellar repeat with a

Ž �1 .d-spacing of 6.2nm S �0.161 and two orders
of a weaker lamellar phase with a d-spacing of 5.6

Ž �1 .nm S �0.178 appearing as a shoulder for a
Žsample temperature-equilibrated at 20�C lowest

Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. Small-angle a and wide-angle b X-ray scattering
intensity patterns recorded from a mixture of phos-
phatidylethanolamine: phosphatidylserine: sphingomyelin
Ž . Ž .4:1:2, mol�mol hydrated 100%: w�w in 100 mM Tris�HCl
buffer, pH 8, containing 10 mM calcium. The temperature is
scanned in the direction of the arrow from 20 to 50�C and
back to 20�C at a scan rate of 1.5�C�min.
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Ž .SAXS profile in Fig. 2a . After the temperature
Žcycling the final recording at 20�C highest SAXS

profile in Fig. 2a shows a broadened reflection
but no shoulder is resolved, an indication that a
long equilibration is required for phase separa-
tion to take place. The persistence of a gel phase
in the mixture at temperatures above approxi-
mately 40�C, as evidenced by the sharp wide-an-

Ž .gle reflection at 0.42 nm Fig. 2b , is consistent
with a gel separated lamellar SM coexisting with
the lamellar fluid phase of diacylphospholipids. It
is noteworthy that such a diffraction peak was not
detected above 36�C in the binary mixture of
PE�PS. This suggests that the long acyl chains
associated with some molecular species of egg SM
were responsible for formation of this separated
gel phase at temperatures above approximately
40�C. Because SM also prevents the phase sepa-
ration of hexagonal-II phase of PE over the en-
tire range of temperatures it is expected that
other low melting point molecular species of SM
with the shorter acyl chains may be intermixed
within the fluid phospholipid phase.

The solubility of SM within the fluid phospho-
lipids has been investigated as a function of tem-
perature and equilibration time. The heterogene-
ity of the apparently broadened first order reflec-

Žtion highest SAXS profile in Fig. 2a can be
demonstrated after prolonged incubation at a
temperature slightly below the fluid-to-gel transi-
tion temperature of SM. This can be seen from
the results presented in Fig. 3. On initial cooling

Žof the dispersion from 39�C to 33�C lower panel
.of Fig. 3 a sharp lamellar reflection assigned to

the gel phase of SM at 6.2 nm dominates the
SAXS pattern and a weaker reflection appears as

Ž �1 .a shoulder centered at 5.6 nm S �0.178 due
to the lamellar disordered liquid-crystal phase
consisting predominantly of diacylglycerophos-
pholipids. After 2 h equilibration at 33�C a change
in the relative intensities of the two peaks was
recorded which we interpret to reflect a slow
partitioning of lower melting point molecular
species of SM into fluid PE�PS. Therefore the
phase-separation between viscous gel and fluid
components of SM within the tertiary mixture
PE:PS:SM is a time-dependant process at a tem-

Fig. 3. Variation as a function of equilibration time of the
small angle X-ray scattering of phosphatidylethanolamine:

Ž .phosphatidylserine: sphingomyelin 4:1:2, mol�mol hydrated
Ž .100%: w�w in 100 mM Tris�HCl buffer, pH 8, containing 10
mM calcium. The temperature is initially scanned down in the
direction of the arrow from 39 to 33�C and the scanning
stopped at 33�C. X-Ray exposure and cooling are resumed
after 2 h during which the temperature of 33�C is kept
constant.

perature close to physiological values. The phase
separation is not observed if the temperature was
scanned at a high rate of 2.5�C�min. This can be
seen from Fig. 4 which shows that the first two
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Fig. 4. Rapid temperature scanning of the small angle X-ray
scattering of phosphatidylethanolamine: phosphatidylserine:

Ž . Ž .sphingomyelin 4:1:2, mol�mol hydrated 100%: w�w in 100
mM Tris�HCl buffer, pH 8, containing 10 mM calcium. The
temperature is scanned up and down between 15�40�C at the
rate of 2.5�C�min.

orders of the lamellar repeat spacings are appar-
ently distorted during the heating and cooling
cycle but a close examination of the pattern re-
veals its heterogeneity.

To check whether SM was an essential factor
for phase separation within the dispersion a mix-

Ž .ture consisting of egg PE�PS�egg PC 4:1:2 was
examined. The thermotropic properties of this
dispersion are illustrated in Fig. 5 which shows
the identical SAXS intensity profiles during heat-
ing from 30 to 45�C. A single lamellar phase with

Ž �1 .a constant d-spacing of 6.1 nm S �0.164 ex-
ists over the entire temperature range investi-

Ž .gated. WAXS data not shown indicates that the
unsaturated acyl chain packing is disordered. The
absence of any evidence of hexagonal-II phase
suggest that, like sphingomyelin, phosphatidyl-
choline also possesses a tendency to impose a
bilayer configuration on phosphatidylethano-
lamine. In addition the miscibility of all fluid
compounds in the mixture produce a distinctive
bilayer periodicity.

3.2. Influence of sterols

The presence of cholesterol in dispersions con-
taining sphingomyelin facilitates phase separa-
tion. This is typified in a quaternary mixture
Ž .PE�PS�SM�CHOL subjected to a heating scan
Ž . Ž .2�C�min Fig. 6a followed by the immediate

Ž .cooling scan Fig. 6b . The first-order lamellar
diffraction is split with an additional peak fully
resolved below approximately 35�C. The d-spac-
ing of the latter peak is reduced on cooling
whereas at temperatures of approximately 40�C
the major diffraction appears only broadened.
The additional diffraction peak has a d-spacing of

Ž �1 .5.5 nm S �0.182 at 25�C and a weak second-
Ž �1order reflection can be detected at 2.7 nm S �

.0.370 . By contrast the d-spacing of the major
lamellar phase increases progressively on cooling

Ž �1 .from a value of 6.03 nm S �0.166 at 37�C to
Ž �1 .6.37 nm S �0.157 at 20�C. The phase se-

quence is reversed with no observed hysteresis
Ž .Fig. 6a,b which precludes the de-mixing on a
macroscopic scale of one of the components in
the dispersion. It is noteworthy that cholesterol
prevents formation of any gel phase detectable in

Fig. 5. SAXS intensity profiles of a mixed dispersion of phos-
phatidylethanolamine: phosphatidylserine: phosphatidyl-

Ž . Ž .choline 4:1:2, mol�mol hydrated 100%: w�w in 100 mM
Ž .Tris�HCl buffer pH 8 , 10 mM calcium. The temperature

scan from 30 to 45�C was at 2�C�min.
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Fig. 6. SAXS and WAXS intensity profiles of a mixed disper-
sion of phosphatidylethanolamine: phosphatidylserine: sphin-

Ž . Žgomyelin: cholesterol 4:1:2:2, mol�mol hydrated 100%:
. Ž .w�w in 100 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 8 , 10 mM calcium. The

Ž .dispersion was heated a from 20�C to 44�C and subsequently
Ž .cooled b to 20�C at 2��min. The tick bar of the WAXS

X-axis indicates 0.42 nm.

the WAXS intensity profiles which are character-
ized by a diffuse scattering throughout the range
of the temperature scans.

To determine whether interaction between PS
and excess Ca2� influences the phase separation
within PE�PS�SM�CHOL mixtures were pre-

Ž .pared without added calcium Fig. 7a . The SAXS
intensity patterns recorded during heating and

Ž .cooling scans Fig. 7a show that phase separation
takes place also in the absence of calcium but the
onset for the detection of the additional peak is

Ž .detected on cooling at a lower temperature 34�C .

The particular role of cholesterol structure to
generate phase separation was clearly supported

Žby a comparison with 7-dehydrocholesterol 7-
. Ž .DHC in Fig. 7b . The SAXS profiles for an

aqueous dispersion in which 7-DHC, the immedi-
ate precursor in the biosynthesis pathway, substi-
tutes for cholesterol show that the lamellar re-

Ž .Fig. 7. SAXS intensity profiles of a mixed dispersion of a
phosphatidylethanolamine: phosphatidylserine: sphin-

Ž . Ž .gomyelin: cholesterol 4:1:2:2, mol�mol and b phos-
phatidylethanolamine: phosphatidylserine: sphingomyelin: 7-

Ž . Ž .dehydrocholesterol 4:1:2:2, mol�mol hydrated 100%: w�w
Ž .in 100 mM Tris�HCl buffer, pH 8 no added calcium . The

dispersions were heated from 30 to 44�C and subsequently
Ž . Ž .cooled to 30 a or 20�C b at 2��min.
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peat spacing broadens at temperatures below 30�C
but no evidence of an additional lamellar phase
appears within the dispersion at temperatures
down to 20�C. As with cholesterol, the absence of
WAXS reflections shows the non-ordered acyl
chain arrangement in the temperature range in-
vestigated resulting of the intermixing of the sterol

Ž .within the lipids not shown .

4. Discussion

Hydrolysis of substrate dispersions comprised
of PE�PS mixtures by the inflammatory secretory
type II phospholipase A is inhibited in the pres-2
ence of SM but not PC; full recovery of activity is
achieved by the presence of cholesterol in

� �amounts equimolar with SM 22 . Studies of en-
zyme activity have hitherto been regarded as a
predictive index of the physical state of lipid
substrate especially with respect to phase-sep-
aration believed to expose ‘boundary structure
defaults’ which allow enzyme penetration and at-
tack.

Ž .Choline-containing phospholipids PC and SM
constitute most of the lipids of the outer leaflet in

� �‘resting’ plasma membranes 23�25 where they
fulfil a structural role. The presence of sphin-

� �gomyelin 25,26 in the inner membrane leaflet
which is enriched in amino-glycerophospholipids
Ž .PE�PS together with cholesterol is believed to
form the detergent-resistant microdomains, the
so called ‘liquid-ordered rafts’, which interact with

� �GPI-anchored proteins 6 . The present study of
SM embedded in a fluid amino-glycero-
phospholipid matrix appear useful to model the
inner leaflet of the plasma membrane since the
previous studies of mixtures consisting of SM: PC
are more representative of the stable lamellar

� �external leaflet arrangement 10 . The partition-
ing of cholesterol is also of particular interest as
it is known to be correlated with localization of

� �sphingomyelin 25,26 with which it forms the
Ž .liquid-ordered L phase which coexists with theo

� �fluid matrix 27,28 . The limited solubility of
� �cholesterol in the surrounding PE�PS 12,14,15

and the segregation of gel SM from the fluid

matrix could also participate in their co-localiza-
tion.

An initial conclusion drawn from the present
data is that SM phase-separates within the fluid
phase of mixed aqueous dispersions of amino-
glycerophospholipids. The formation of a gel
phase at temperatures below 40�C or of a liquid-

Ž .ordered L phase with cholesterol creates ao
phase separation within the mixed dispersion. Bi-
nary mixtures of PE�PS in the absence of SM
display a clear phase separation of two different
arrangements at temperatures above the transi-
tion temperatures of both lipids; the inverted
hexagonal H phase was assigned to polyunsatu-II

� �rated PE and the lamellar phase to PS 17,18 .
This latter component has a short lamellar peri-

Ž .odicity 5.2 nm which allows a clear distinction
between the two phases on the basis of SAXS
intensity profiles. On cooling below 33�C a gel
phase is formed which is characterized by a sharp
wide-angle reflection at 0.42 nm resulting from
the ordered hexagonal packing of the hydrocar-
bon chains. An assignment to a PS�Ca complex is
confirmed because the gel-to-fluid transition tem-
perature is widely influenced by the presence of
calcium. The fluid-to-gel transition temperature
of PS precedes by more than 13�C the disappear-
ance of the hexagonal phase of PE below 20�C.
At lower temperatures a single lamellar phase of
periodicity 5.8 nm is formed as presumably the
two lipids mix in the resulting lamellar phase. The
gradual mixing suggests that the PS which has the
stronger tendency to form a lamellar phase slowly
incorporates into PE on cooling thereby promot-
ing an hexagonal to lamellar transition of the PE.

Addition of SM to PE�PS mixed dispersions
also serves to shift the balance of the phase
equilibrium towards the lamellar arrangement.
However, the phase of phospholipids within the
bilayer which is formed by the ternary mixture
remains heterogeneous at physiological tempera-
tures. Two lamellar phase periodicities are de-
tected at temperatures below the gel-to-fluid
transition of the SM after sufficient temperature
equilibration. The incorporation of unsaturated
PC into the PE�PS mixed dispersion, by contrast,
eliminates any heterogeneity within the disper-
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sion. This infers that fluid PC in proportions of
from 20 to 30% mole exerts a strong phase-pref-
erence which dominates the arrangement of the
entire lipid mixture so that only a single lamellar

Ž .phase d-spacing 6.1 nm is observed. The influ-
ence of SM on the binary mixture PE�PS appears
to be similar but in a more stepped manner as a
function of the temperature. Like PC, sphin-
gomyelin reduces the propensity of polyunsatu-
rated PE to organize into the phase separated
inverted hexagonal structure shown by previous
31 � �P-NMR studies 17,18 . Below the mean transi-
tion temperature, we assign the periodicity char-
acterized by a d-spacing of 6.2�6.0 nm to a lamel-
lar phase of sphingomyelin in the gel phase and
the lamellar phase of d-spacing 5.6 nm to the
fluid amino-phospholipids intermixed with the low
melting point SM species. These molecular species
display a similar capability to PC in preventing
the separation of an inverted hexagonal phase of
PE. The high melting point SM is likely to be
comprised mainly of very long chain molecular
species which explains the longer d-spacing and
the existence of the gel state evident from the
WAXS region at high temperatures.

It is noteworthy that cholesterol prevents the
formation of any gel phase comprising high melt-
ing point SM species or PS�calcium because
WAXS profiles of the mixtures are characterized
by a diffuse scattering throughout the tempera-
ture scans. The association of the sterol with the
alkyl�acyl chains of SM below 40�C forms the

Ž . � �liquid-ordered lamellar phase L 3,7 assignedo
to the lamellae of periodicity 6.37 nm at 20�C
which separates readily on cooling from the fluid

Ž .glycerophospholipids periodicity 5.6 nm . The
greater thickness of L compared with L mayo �

assist in separation of the phases. Because of its
thickness L was claimed to participate in theo
re-location of long trans-membrane peptide se-

� �quences 29 . Cholesterol appears in the present
investigation to facilitate the separation of SM
containing phase as a function of the temperature
scanning rate. Thus, within a mixture where two

Ž .lamellar gel�fluid phases coexist the addition of
cholesterol facilitates their separation possibly as
the result of accelerated lateral diffusion. We
have recently observed using ESR spectroscopy a

motional regime for spin probes characterizing
L in mixtures containing a sterol mixed too

� �PE�PS�SM 30 . Cholesterol and �7-dehydro-
cholesterol gave a highly anisotropic component
below 36�C but above this critical temperature
only cholesterol could maintain a stable associa-
tion with SM. This remarkable feature of the
precursor �7-dehydrocholesterol is confirmed in
the present study by the finding that no splitting
of the long periodicity assigned to the liquid-
ordered phase can be detected under experimen-
tal conditions where cholesterol associates with

Ž .SM. Whereas the cooling rate �2�C�min was
sufficient for the cholesterol: SM association to
emerge, the lower affinity for the 7DHC: SM
association impaired the organization of a
diffractive unit. We conclude that the interaction
between the 2 rigid chemical structures, i.e.
cholesterol and gel SM, is stringent in fast-
responding biological membranes approximately
physiological temperatures.
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